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ive been trying for hours to get the game to work but no matter
what i do the damn game just wont work, ive tried all kinds of
crack and i've tried reinstalling but nothing works, does anyone
know what the problem is?? hi, just wanted to give a heads up
that a new crack for the game has been made available and has
worked for me on the most recent version of the game. make sure
you are on the latest version of the game in case the game is
updated and you are not on the latest version of the game. hope
this helps. hey fellas. i have a problem with far cry 3 crack. i have
a nvidia 8800gt and it doesnt recognize it. i have tried almost
everything. i cant run the game, it doesnt show up when i select
to run the game. ive tried changing the drivers and changing the
resolution. i just cant get it to work. any help would be
appreciated. hello, i downloaded the game from the link, extract
the codex, and the game is playable but doesn't load the full
graphic, only a black screen with the loading circle at the top, but
no change when i turn my pc off and on, i tried to uninstall and
reinstall my drivers but no changes, i can play the game on my
friends computer with no problem, any suggestions please? i am
really gonna lose it, i don't know why you guys are so mean. first
of all, downloader is a good thing, because it makes us pay for
games. second, why should people not be allowed to crack
games? what if you create the game you want to play, and
someone else cracks it, and puts it on the market? alright, so, this
is what i want to know:how do i make my own cracked game?who
created this one?how to make one myself?how is it possible, that
the one who made the.iso/crack file, got it too?how does
he/she/they get the game on cd?who is this person?how do they
make their own cracked games?i don't understand, why this game
is cracked, isn't it a good game, or not?who is this person?why is
he/she/they allowed to do this?and why is he/she/they allowed to
do this?how can you remove the cracked files from the game?
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i have the cracked game but it wont let me run it. i go to the start
menu and it says i need the operating system. when i try to run it

i get an error. i have a windows 7 operating system and i am
running the crack game through a virtual box on my computer.

can someone please help me, i can't even get the crack to work.
the game runs but when i try to go into the game, it says i need
the operating system. i'm trying to run it in a virtual box but it
won't let me. anyone know how to get the files from a crack

installed version of far cry 3? i don't have steam. i want to get the
files on my computer and install it on a new hard drive. i cant get

my pc to recognize the files i have with the crack on my
computer. skidrow team, i saw that there is an unofficial version
of crack for the game far cry 3. the comments say that they were
able to get the game working without crack. will this version be
going online for download? hey guys, i saw someone posting in
the crack only thread that “far cry 3” does not have any crack,

however, i did find it, the official version does not have a crack as
such, but skidrow reloaded has a crack that you can use to get the
game working without any cracks. skidrow team, i just want to ask

you guys, is the crack for far cry 3 unbreakable? i found a crack
and i know that it works perfectly but it was a small crack and i

don't know if it will work when i use the new crack. ok i finally got
the password and the game working, there is a new crack for far

cry 3 and i have used it and it has now replaced the original crack
for me, i just want to tell you guys that it worked fine. 5ec8ef588b
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